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 Comparison of Rules and Procedures in Tribunals that Try
 Individuals for Alleged War Crimes

Military commissions, a form of military tribunal, were born of military necessity. They have taken many

forms since their first use in the United States during the Revolutionary War. The Military Commissions Act

of 2009 authorizes trials by military commission in accordance with basic principles common to other courts

and tribunals that try individuals for violations of the laws of war and other offenses. The chart below

compares rules and procedures employed under the Military Commissions Act of 2009 with those used in

U.S. military courts-martial and U.S. federal courts (also known as Article III courts).

Basic Procedural Protections

Accused is presumed

innocent until proven guilty

Prosecution bears the

burden of proof

Guilt must be proved

beyond a reasonable doubt

Trial must take place

without undue delay

Defense counsel at no cost,

regardless of ability to pay

[More info]

Defense counsel at no cost

for indigent accused

May hire counsel at no cost

to the government

Subject to certain limitations

[More info]

Attorney client privilege is

honored
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Accused entitled to be

present at trial Unless removed for

persisting in disruptive or

dangerous conduct

Unless removed for

persisting in disruptive or

dangerous conduct

Unless removed for

persisting in disruptive or

dangerous conduct

[More info]

Right to cross-examine

witnesses

Freedom from double

jeopardy

[More info]

Right to the assistance of an

interpreter at no cost to the

accused

Protection against

compulsory self-

incrimination

[More info]

Protection of Victims & Witnesses

Tribunal must take steps to

protect victims and

witnesses

Structure and Practice of the Tribunal

No charges brought without

a pretrial legal review

Charges reviewed by the

Convening Authority and

legal staff to determine

whether sufficient evidence

exists to refer the charges to

a military commission for

trial

Preliminary investigation,

often including a hearing

before an investigating

officer; charges reviewed by

the Convening Authority, who

decides whether to refer any

charges for trial

Grand jury of 16-23

members convenes secretly

and issues indictment

[More info]

Composition of the court Military judge and panel of

members

Military judge and panel of

members

Judge/jury, unless

defendants waives jury trial

[More info]

Challenges to jurors,

members or judges

Votes required for

conviction

2/3 of the Members 

If fewer than 2/3 vote for

conviction, then accused is

acquitted and may not be

retried

2/3 of the Members 

If fewer than 2/3 vote for

conviction, then accused is

acquitted and may not be

retried

Unanimous vote of the Jury 

If a jury cannot come to

unanimous agreement, then 

the court may declare a

mistrial, which allows the

prosecution to try the case

again 
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Votes required for

sentencing

2/3 of the Members

3/4 of the Members for more

than 10 years of

confinement

2/3 of the Members

3/4 of the Members for more

than 10 years of

confinement

Judge imposes a sentence

guided by federal sentencing

guidelines

Votes required to impose

the death penalty
Unanimous vote of the

members on conviction and

on sentence

Unanimous vote of the

members on conviction and

on sentence

Unanimous vote of the jury

Appellate review

             3 levels              3 levels              2 levels

[More info]

Public access to trial

[More info]

The Use of Evidence

The prosecution must turn

over exculpatory

information to the accused

Hearsay evidence is

inadmissible

Unless, the witness is

unavailable, and then only

with notice to the opposing

party, and only if it is

material, probative, reliable

and the interests of justice

will be served by admission

Unless the witness is

unavailable, and then only if

it falls within one of

approximately 25

exceptions, including a

“catch-all” exception and

meets other constitutional

requirements

Unless the witness is

unavailable, and then only if

it falls within one of

approximately 25

exceptions, including a

“catch-all” exception and

meets other constitutional

requirements

[More info]

Exclusion of certain

evidence

Exclusion of statements

obtained by torture or cruel,

inhuman, or degrading

treatment; but, Miranda-type

warnings and search warrants

not required/div>

[More info]

Sources

Military Commissions Act of

2009

Manual for Military

Commissions

Uniform Code of Military

Justice

Manual for Courts Martial 

U.S. Courts

Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure

Federal Rules of Evidence
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